General Purpose Terminal Protection Boxes For Cast-In Heaters

Standard Box Type C2
Terminal Boxes provide a simple and economical means to eliminate exposed heater terminals and live electrical wiring, protecting employees from potential electrical shock. They also eliminate electrical shorts that can result from exposed wiring on Cast-In Heater installations.

Type C2 is an individual terminal box for protecting the terminals on each Cast-In Band Heater half. It is also used on many other Cast-In Heater designs with one set of heater terminals. The C2 box design requires a flat pad on half-round castings or a flat surface on other casting designs for mounting. It is made from heavy gauge, rust-resistant sheet metal. The cover is removable for easy access to terminals. The box has two 7/8” diameter knockouts opposite each other for standard 1/2” BX connectors.

To simplify installation, Cast-In Heaters fitted with boxes can be factory pre-wired with high temperature lead wire that can be protected with armor cable. If one of these options is required, specify terminal box type, lead wire and cable length. Satisfies NEMA 1 requirements.

Standard C2 box size: L = 4”  W = 2-1/2”  H = 2-1/8”

Terminal Protection for Both Heater Halves Type C7
Type C7 terminal boxes are made from rust-resistant sheet metal. The C7 base is fixed to the clamping straps. The box has two 7/8” diameter knockouts opposite each other for standard 1/2” BX connectors. The cover is removable, providing easy access to the screw terminals for electrical wiring.

To simplify installation, Cast-In Heaters fitted with boxes can be factory pre-wired with high temperature lead wire, protected with armor cable. If either one of these options is required, specify terminal box type, lead wire and cable length. Satisfies NEMA 1 requirements.

C7 Terminal Box Size varies with dimensions of casting.

Quick-Disconnect High Temperature Cup and Box Assembly Type P2
Quick-Disconnect Cup assemblies provide the simplest and safest means for applying power to any type of Cast-In Heater installation. The box extends over the screw terminals on both Cast-In Band Heater halves. The combination of prewired cup and box assembly, along with factory prewired high temperature lead wire protected with armor cable, eliminates live exposed heater terminals and electrical wiring, protecting employees from electrical shock and the possibility of electrical shorts due to exposed wiring.

If prewired plugs are required, specify length of lead wire and cable.
Rated 250V maximum, 15 Amp maximum
Terminal Box Size varies with dimensions of casting.